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Abstract-- X-rated filtering is essential while publishing any content over Internet. This is because the x-rated has its
adverse impact on children and other people who view them unintentionally. In order to filter x-rated, an efficient
skin detector is required. Skin detector is used for other purposes as well including gesture recognition, face detection
and so on. In the last decade many researchers were carried out on x-rated filtering. They focused on various color
spaces for skin detection. Nevertheless, there was no comprehensive work on the performance evaluation of various
color spaces used to detect naked human beings. In this paper we propose a novel solution to the problem of skin
detection in porn images using a pixel based approach. We also built a prototype application to demonstrate the proof
of concept. The empirical results reveal that the proposed technique is effective and can be used in the real world
applications to filter x-rated.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Internet has become a part of everyday life for people of all walks of life. This is because it has become the electronic
super highway where ones information needs are satisfied. Internet has become a global communication medium and
people of all age groups use it for their needs for computing and communication. When Internet was first invented by
Tim Berners Lee, the web sites were static and meant for information sharing [1], [2]. Later the web applications became
dynamic with server side processing with ASP (Active Server Pages), JSP (Java Server Pages) and technologies like
Servlet and EJB (Enterprise Java Beans). With the invention of AJAX (Asynchronous JavaScript and XML), the WWW
has become rich in providing user experience. Now millions of people of different professions use Internet across the
globe in day to day needs pertaining to their professions. Mostly web professional web portals, commercial applications
like e-Commerce applications, banking applications and so on are used by people all over the world. As the content over
Internet is growing day by day, malicious people started polluting the content by adding pornographic images and videos
over Internet. It does mean the content over web is contaminated as harmful content such as violence, hatred and x-rated.
Especially x-rated has become harmful to society in one way or other. It has created more problems than advantages.
Moreover the content is published over Internet illegally [3], [4]. It is also observed that the students of all countries are
addicted to Internet in terms of x-rated. More details on the x-rated and issues associated with can be found in [5], [6],
[7], [8], [9], [10], and [11]. While educated adults might have control over themselves to reduce impact on the x-rated,
the young ones cannot. This is the problem which has identified the need for filtering x-rated over Internet. By filtering
x-rated it is possible to prevent its publications illegally. Text filtering can also be used to filter pornographic content.
However, it causes problems when it also filters genuine content. The textual approaches include SurfWatch, CyberSitter,
and NetNanny [12].
Content based Image Retrieval has also become a famous means of accessing images over Internet. A survey on
this revealed that more than 70% web pages contain images incorporated as part of the content rendered [13]. Out of
7000 web pages studied in a survey 72% of pornographic web pages contain more than 5 images. The number of
scientific publications subjected to pornographic filtering in the past is presented in figure. 1.
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Fig.1 – Number of scientific publications subjected to pornographic filtering
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As can be seen in figure 1, it is evident that the number of scientific publications that are subjected to pornographic
filtering was increasing year by year. Skin detection has been used for identifying x-rated. In the literature it is found that
21 color spaces are possible to incorporate such solutions. In this paper we evaluated all possible color spaces for skin
detection as part of filtering x-rated. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Literature on x-rated filtering and skin
detection techniques is reviewed in section II. Section III provides information about proposed pixel based approach for
skin detection. The dataset used in this paper is described in section IV. Section IV presents experimental results while
section V concludes the paper.
II.
RELATED WORKS
This section reviews literature on x-rated filtering approaches including skin detection. First of all content based x-rated
filtering is focused here. First of all the work related to x-rated filtering is done by Forsyth et al. [14], [15], [16].
However, their research was on filtering of nude pictures using IRgBy color space. The skin detection technique applied
here is ordinary lookup table. Similar skin detection approach is followed in [17]. However, RGB is used as color space
instead of IRgBy color space. Many color spaces are used for experiments on skin detection in [18], [19], [20] and [21].
The used color spaces include Nrgb, IRgBy, HSV, and RGB. The skin detection technique used is Bayesian lookup table.
YUV and its variant and YIQ and its variant are used as color spaces in [22] while ordinary lookup table is used as skin
detection approach. CIE-lab color space is used in [23] for experiments on skin detection. In [24] ordinary lookup table is
used for skin detection while it explored color spaces such as YCb, Cr, IRgBy. In [25] only RGB color space is sued
using the technique known as ordinary lookup table. Histogram based skin detection technique is used in [26] and [27]
for skin detection while the experiments are made on RGB color space. In [28] the combination of RGB and HSV are
considered as color spaces for skin detection. It used the skin detection technique known as ordinary lookup table.
Multiple color spaces are explored in [29] which make use of ordinary lookup table as skin detection approach for skin
detection. The color spaces used include HSV, RGB, IRgBy, and YCbCr. The RGB color space along with ordinary
lookup table is used by many researchers as explored in [30], [31], [32], [33], [34] and [35]. Color space such as CbCr is
used along with skin detection approach named “ordinary lookup table” for skin detection. A custom color space is tried
out by the authors of [36] that make use of skin detection technique such as Bayesian lookup table. In [37] two color
spaces are used for experiments namely RGB, and RGBr using a skin detection technique Bayesian lookup table. The
color spaces diversity is found in literature with respect to skin detection. The color spaces explored in the literature
include TSL, Nrgb, RGBr, Nrgb, IRgBy, IRgBy+, CIE-Luv, YIQ, YUV and variations of YUV and YIQ, CIE-lab,
YCbCr, CIE-XYZ, HLS, HSI, HSV, and variants of HSI and HSV. RGB is also used as one of the color spaces.
III.
PROPOSED PIXEL BASED SKIN DETECTION
Pixel based skin detection is proposed in this paper. Each pixel value is considered between 0 – 255. The color spaces
considered are c1, c2 and c3. The detection technique assumes that there is a function represented by P: [0,255]3[0,1].
According to which P( c) represents the probability of c which is related to a skin area. The function P is also known as
SPM (Skin Probability Map). A lookup table (LUT) is used to achieve the desired solution. The lookup table is of two
types. Ordinary Lookup Table (OLUT) and Bayesian Lookup Table (BLUT). These are the two approaches to compute P
value. According to the proposed skin detection technique, the P value is computed as follows.

And the true and false positives are computed as follows.

With Bayesian lookup table, the P value is computed as follows.

Algorithm Steps
1. Preprocessing an image(eliminates junk data)
2. Loading an image
3. Reading an image
4. Calculating RGB values
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5. Recognition or detection algorithms (Face Body Detection Algorithms)
6. Comparing the RGB values
7. Knowing the grey value( however higher grey has a more porn content)
8. Making it as a blur image.
DATASETS
The datasets which are nothing but pornographic images were collected from Google search. The dataset contains more
than 2000 porn images. All images are found in RGB color space as they are color images. They are in JPEG
compression format. There was no preprocessing done on these images. There are three categories of porn images. The
first category is a set of images transferred directly from web. The second category is that they are collected and edited
by using editing software. The third category has images that are professionally manipulated.
IV.
PROTOTYPE IMPLEMENTATION
We built a prototype application in Java platform. The application demonstrates the proof of concept which makes use of
proposed skin detection technique for filtering x-rated images. The application has user-friendly interface which
facilitates end users to gain access to various functionalities of the application with ease. The environment used for
building prototype includes a PC with 4 GB RAM, core 2 dual processor and Windows 7 operating system.
V.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Using our prototype application we made number of experiments. For instance the experiments are made with various
color spaces containing perfect, partial, excessive, and irrelevant.
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Fig. 2 – Histogram of aspect ratios
As can be seen in figure 2, statistics of images are shown in terms of number of people present in images. The web pages
with up to five images are considered. The pie chart shows the number of pages with 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 images
incorporated.
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Fig. 3 – Presence of face in the image
As can be seen in figure 3, statistics are shown in terms of whether face is present in images. Majority of images have
face while some images have no face involved.
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Fig. 4 – Nature of images
As can be seen in fig. 4, it is evident that the images used in the dataset are of two types namely outdoor and indoor. The
indoor images are prevailing when compared with outdoor images.
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Fig. 5 – Distribution of types of images
As can be seen in fig. 5, there are three kinds of images. They are images which are not manipulated, imaged which are
tagged and images that have been modified.
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Fig. 6 – Histogram of height and width
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As can be seen in figure 6, the histogram of height and width of images are presented.
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Fig. 7- Histogram of HSI and HSIc
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As can be seen in figure 7, the histogram of HSI and HSIc of images are presented.
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Fig. 8- Histogram of HSV and HSVc
As can be seen in figure 8, the histogram of HSV and HSVc of images are presented.
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Fig. 9 – Results of computing the skin map
As can be seen in figure 9, the experimental results are presented. The rate of classification of port images if visible for
various kinds of color spaces.
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Fig. 10 – Results of computing the skin map
As can be seen in figure 10, the experimental results are presented. The rate of classification of port images if visible for
various kinds of color spaces.
VI.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we implement a novel skin detection technique which is pixel-based. We make use as many as 21 color
spaces for making such experiments. Every color space is represented in seven different ways. We also evaluated the
color spaces for best performance. Two approaches have been used for skin detection for filtering x-rated. Out of them
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the first one is ordinary while the second one is known as Bayesian LUT-based skin detection. We built a prototype
application that shows the effectiveness of the proposed solution. The empirical results reveal that, in case of ordinary
solution Nbr is best while 1-D color spaces are best for the other kind of skin detection. More accurate classification was
possible with Bayesian approach.
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